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UW-CSIRO researcher identi�es ‘good
and best’ stock assessment practices
and the consequences of ignoring
them
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Study in Fisheries Research presents a framework for
�tting population dynamics models to monitoring data
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A good �sheries stock assessment can help provide unbiased estimates of current and historical
biomass, or generate precise biomass estimates for use in harvest regulations.

Failing to produce accurate estimates of these and other parameters can signi�cantly impact harvest
control rules that determine limits on catches or �shing effort for speci�c �sheries, and also generate
accurate parameters for operating models that are used to compare the performances of alternative
harvest strategies.

Those are the conclusions of a study (https://doi.org/10.1016/j.�shres.2023.106642) from the School
of Aquatic and Fishery Sciences at the University of Washington (UW) and published in the May issue
of Fisheries Research.

The study’s author argues that there is a need to integrate “good and best practices” when carrying out
�shery stock assessments. The study presents a framework for stock assessment for �tting population
dynamics models to monitoring data to support decision-making, which follows from what would be
considered good (but not necessarily best) practices in the �eld.

(https://events.globalseafood.org/responsible-seafood-summit)

A recent UW-CSIRO study presented a framework for stock
assessment for �tting population dynamics models to support
decision-making. Photo by NASA (Public domain, via Wikimedia
Commons).
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The research also identi�es current good and best practices to select a model structure, parameterizing
growth, recruitment, natural mortality and the stock-recruitment relationship; it also addresses how to
select among model con�gurations based on diagnostics and weight data based on the existing
scienti�c literature.

“The ideal stock assessment would be able to estimate all of the key parameters related to population
processes within a framework that assigns appropriate weight to the data, �ts the data adequately, and
captures all sources of uncertainty related to estimation, including model uncertainty, process
uncertainty and observation uncertainty,” according to the study author, Prof. Andre Punt, a researcher
a�liated with UW and the Commonwealth Scienti�c and Industrial Research Organization (Australia).

Fisheries stock assessments form the quantitative basis to support decision-making, said Punt. These
valuations are mainly used to generate estimates of stock status (biomass and �shing mortality),
estimates of catch limits/effort that will realize management goals, often based on harvest regulations,
and to establish the foundation for projections and management strategy evaluations.

The “ideal” stock assessment is based on a model of the population dynamics that effectively matches
the reality of the system being modeled, capturing just the correct number of processes to support the
generation of accurate and precise estimates. An ideal stock assessment could estimate all key
parameters associated to natural mortality, recruitment, growth, selectivity and movement within a
framework that allocates appropriate weight to the data, adequately �ts the data and captures all
uncertain estimation sources – including model, process and observation uncertainties.

NOAA report shows ‘continued progress’
in U.S. fisheries management

The report highlights successful fisheries management in the U.S. and
the broad economic impact of commercial and recreational fisheries.
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Reality naturally seldom matches this ideal, Punt argues, and the aim of good and best practices is for
stock assessments to get as close as possible to the ideal given the limitations of system
understanding, data quality and quantity, and computational limitations.

Punt also said that best practices for other aspects of stock assessments are needed, such as the
development of data collection systems; methods for summarizing basic monitoring data for use in
assessments; de�ning and estimating reference points for forecasting (particularly considering climate
change effects); how best to conduct reviews of stock assessments; and how to include stakeholders in
the process to develop the models.

“The use of the method presented in this study would not be guaranteed to ensure that the resulting
assessment outcomes are ‘correct’ but rather than the assessment has been conducted using current
state-of-the-art good practices, and that are suitable to support management decision making as best
as can be expected,” noted Punt.

Read the full study. (https://doi.org/10.1016/j.�shres.2023.106642)
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